Announcing one-time **community grants** to help Washingtonians with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities and their families **increase social connections** and adapt to the COVID-19 crisis.

These grants, funded by the Developmental Disabilities Council, will highlight unmet needs and be used to advocate for change at the systems level.

Grants will fund activities that address the purpose of this project, which include (but are not limited to):

- Improve access to telehealth and telework
- Alleviate anxiety and other negative impacts of social distancing
- Improve exercise and wellness
- Enhance emergency preparedness

Grant applications are open to organizations with a tax ID number. A maximum of $5,000 will be awarded for each recipient.

**Application Deadline: June 7, 2020**

To apply, visit ddc.wa.gov/grants or contact Jeremy Norden-Paul at jeremy.norden-paul@ddc.wa.gov.